
July 11, 2020 
 
Supreme Court of New Jersey 
Chief Justice Rabner and Associate Justices 
R. J. Hughes Justice Complex P.O. 970 
Trenton, NJ 08625 
 

Dear Chief Justice Rabner and Associate Justices,  

We write to you collectively, as the 2020 September Bar Candidates, to provide our 

position in support of enacting Emergency Diploma Privilege for your consideration in light of the 

pandemic. Emergency Diploma Privilege is a full exception to the requirement to take the bar in 

order to practice law in New Jersey for December 2019 and May 2020 graduates. To that point, 

we are circulating  a petition garnering the support of recent graduates from all of the New Jersey 

law schools, their Deans and Vice Deans in support, numerous supporting practitioners of law, and 

other supporting parties.  

In these increasingly trying times it has become difficult for many of us to justify sitting 

for the September exam when doing so poses a serious risk of harm to ourselves and our loved 

ones. In concert with the other states that have implemented Emergency Diploma Privilege,1 we 

submit the following for your consideration. 

First, the risk associated with an in-person examination among hundreds of people is 

intolerable, and not just for exam-takers, but for New Jersey and the entire country. The toll that 

the COViD-19 pandemic has taken on our society cannot be understated, and the danger it still 

presents is only accentuated by the record number of cases spiking daily nationwide.2 The 

 
1 Utah, Washington, and, most recently Oregon, have adopted Emergency Diploma Privilege. Stephanie Francis 
Ward, Oregon is third state to grant diploma, while Tennessee cancels its JULY UBE, ABA JOURNAL (June 30, 
2020, 10:40 AM), https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/third-state-agrees-to-temporary-diploma-privilege-with-
some-restrictions. 
2 Cases & Deaths in the US, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/cases-updates/us-cases-deaths.html.  



pandemic provides a host of issues to be considered, with decisions that will continue to have  

deadly consequences. COViD-19 has already killed over 130,000 people in the United States, with 

over 15,000 in New Jersey alone,3 and the number continues to rise.  

Recent law school graduates have never experienced the extreme level of stress, grief, and 

anxiety all at one time like we are now experiencing from this global pandemic. Graduates are now 

facing issues with child care, elder care, and self-care while trying to prepare for the Bar Exam. 

The facilities students rely on to support bar studying are closed – daycares, libraries, and coffee 

shops. Anyone dealing with family issues, financial problems, or fighting the virus will face a 

disproportionately heavy struggle with both a delayed bar exam administration or an online 

alternative. The only equitable solution is to grant recent graduates Emergency Diploma Privilege, 

based on their graduation from an accredited law school. 

With new and changing information coming out daily about this once in a century 

pandemic, one thing remains consistent: social distancing is the best, and only, way to mitigate the 

spread of this deadly disease. What the 2020 Bar Candidates are being commanded to do is 

disregard this life saving measure. Sitting in enclosed spaces and sharing amenities with strangers 

for days while the test is administered. Governor Phil Murphy’s recent Executive Order No. 152 

on June 4, 2020 implemented the current rule that the number of individuals in an indoor gathering 

must be limited to 100 persons or fewer and that there must be six feet apart from other attendees.4 

During last July’s administration of the bar exam, there were 787 candidates.5 In 2018, there were 

 
3 Brent Johnson, N.J. coronavirus deaths rise to 15,448, with 174,240 cases, as Murphy pushes mask order, NJ.COM 
(July 9, 2020), https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/07/nj-coronavirus-deaths-rise-to-15448-with-174240-cases-a-
day-after-murphys-mask-order.html. 
4 New Jersey Exec. Order No. 152 (June 4, 2020), https://www.nj.gov/infobank/eo/056murphy/pdf/EO-152.pdf.  
5 Announcements, New Jersey Board of Bar Examiners, https://www.njbarexams.org/news.action?id=1400 (last 
visited July 10, 2020). 



893 candidates who sat for the bar.6 It will be next to impossible to handle this level of applicants 

while maintaining social distancing guidelines in addition to following Governor Phil Murphy’s 

Executive Order requiring a cap of 100 people indoors. 

Additionally, out-of-state candidates will enter New Jersey to take the exam, as they have 

done in the past, and this includes candidates from states that are currently experiencing frightening 

spikes in COViD-19 hospitalizations. For instance, last year's statistics show that in Pennsylvania 

(a non-UBE state) candidates represented 133 different law schools from around the nation.7 Our 

dialogue with other candidates has shown that, as one of the only UBE states to push back the 

registration deadline,8 many candidates from out of state chose to register in New Jersey instead. 

Such a reality only increases the risk that candidates may contract the disease and spread it to their 

loved ones in a state like New Jersey that borders multiple major legal markets in New York City, 

Philadelphia, and Delaware. Candidates from 19 of these states as of July 10, 20209 will be forced 

to deal with another obstacle to the Bar Exam, the voluntary 14 day quarantine imposed by 

Governor Phil Murphy. This obstacle will place further financial and mental burdens on these 

candidates on top of what they would normally go through. Including, but not limited to, the cost 

of lodging in this state for 14 additional days prior to the exam and 14 days of isolation from loved 

ones and their support network. 

 
6 Id.   
7 Examination Statistics, Pennsylvania Board of Law Examiners, 
https://www.pabarexam.org/pdf/statistics/july/j2019.pdf.  
8 New Jersey Board of Bar Examiners - Fees & Deadlines, https://www.njbarexams.org/fees-and-deadlines (last 
visited July 10, 2020). 
9 Which states are on the travel advisory list? Are there travel restrictions to or from New Jersey? N.J. COVID-19 
INFORMATION HUB (Jul. 7, 2020), https://covid19.nj.gov/faqs/nj-information/general-public/which-states-are-on-the-
travel-advisory-list-are-there-travel-restrictions-to-or-from-new-jersey.  



While some southern states are taking the approach of requiring candidates to sign waivers 

of liability10 to mitigate the risk of lawsuits from COViD-19 related deaths, states like New York 

(a fellow UBE state) have chosen to introduce legislation for Emergency Diploma Privilege in the 

name of public health.11 Such a rule, which the proposed legislation would remove once the 

pandemic has passed, limits the risk of candidates contracting the disease and the risk of the state 

being sued by those who have contracted it while taking the exam—i.e., avoiding needless 

litigation, a perfect example of the classic policy concern of judicial economy. New York is not 

alone in considering this, as California has joined them.12 Moreover, Oregon, Utah, and 

Washington (all UBE states) have already granted a one-time Emergency Diploma Privilege to 

2020 graduates.13   

The number of arguments that can be made against an in-person administration of the exam 

on the health and safety point are almost innumerable. Candidates seeking admission to the New 

Jersey Bar are as diverse as the state itself, and many may have pre-existing conditions that make 

them more prone to the deadly or life-altering complications of COViD-19. Those arguments need 

not be made here because the number of people that have died from this disease is evidence 

enough.  

It is also our contention that an online bar exam would be untenable from an administration 

perspective and skewed from a results perspective. Considerations for online exam administration 

include the implementation of live webcams located in front of and behind test takers, ADA 

 
10 Stephanie Francis Ward, Two states introduce COVID-19 waivers for July bar exams, ABA JOURNAL (June 2, 
2020), https://www.abajournal.com/web/article/liability-waivers-may-not-mean-much-but-two-states-include-them-
for-july-in-person-bar-exam.  
11 An Act in Relation to Attorneys Graduating Law School or Taking the Bar Exam during the COVID-19 State 
Disaster Emergency, SB 8682—A,  https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2019/s8682.  
12 Dale Kasler, Cancel the bar exam? California considers allowing law graduates to skip test due to COVID-19, 
THE SACRAMENTO BEE (July 9, 2020, 5:34 PM), https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article244085112.html.  
13 Ward, supra note 1. 



accommodations that would differ based on the various testing environments, and the costs 

incurred by both.14 Surely, students that have already postponed employment cannot afford to bear 

such costs. Not only do testing environments vary, but locations too—administration of an online 

exam will require students in different time zones to either take the exam before or after those in 

New Jersey, or at obscure times.   

Low-income candidates who may have poor internet access would be particularly 

disadvantaged by a move to an online exam. Many New Jerseyeans have been forced to work from 

home, requiring many members of a household to be on the same WI-FI connection at a given 

time. With the current restrictions in place, candidates who may have sought to take the online 

exam in a library with more reliable WI-FI would be unable to. The move to an online exam would 

also require the implementation of more computer software and potentially a new camera for 

computers to monitor the candidates while they take their exam. Getting this done efficiently by 

September would appear very unlikely. With the closure of universities and libraries many 

graduates find themselves without a place to study. Having a quiet, safe space in which a student 

can comfortably study day in and day out for the Bar Exam is imperative to receiving a passing 

score. Due to the economic crisis brought on by the pandemic, many students find themselves 

living back at home or with numerous roommates. These conditions are not conducive to studying 

nor conducive for an online exam. Not every student will have access to a quiet space to take an 

online exam. This is especially true of test takers who are taking care of their children or perhaps 

an older relative or a family member who is immunocompromised. The reality is that these are 

 
14 Stephanie Francis Ward. California announces online bar exam, but how will it work?, ABA JOURNAL (May 5, 
2020), https://www.abajournal.com/web/article/after-california-announces-online-bar-exam-some-testing-experts-
wonder-if-it-will-work. 



unprecedented times, and graduates have not had the luxury to devote themselves to their bar 

preparations as other students have in the past. 

The National Conference of Bar Examiners President Judith Gunderson detailed that an 

online bar exam would likely be a last resort for jurisdictions, as scores earned on an online test 

would not be transferable throughout the 25 Uniform Bar Exam Jurisdictions.15 Moreover, an 

online exam is not the format that the various bar prep platforms have prepared for. Such an exam 

would not allow for making notations on the page, highlighting, or other key techniques for exam-

taking.   

Recently, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and the District of Columbia have further delayed their 

exams until October, making them online, or shortening them.16 This is impracticable. While the 

current economic turmoil has seen some candidates lose job offers, others will already be 

beginning their new jobs in August and September.  

 The period of uncertainty has already gone on so long that any further delay prolongs the 

period where graduates cannot fully engage in legal employment. A bar exam normally takes place 

in July with exam-takers using the period right after graduation to study. Most legal jobs start 

around September. Asking students to delay the study period for many more months will cause 

greater economic hardship than in previous years when there was no pandemic. That is, an online 

bar exam will automatically add more economic stress than in other years, and during a time when 

law graduates do not have many other employment opportunities to carry them over. 

First, candidates who now have to find new jobs will be focused on studying rather than 

job searching and will be competing for jobs without knowing in a reasonable time whether they 

 
15 Karen Sloan, Pennsylvania and Kentucky Bar Exams Replaced by October Online Test, LAW.COM (July 9, 2020), 
https://www.law.com/2020/07/09/pennsylvanias-september-bar-exam-replaced-by-october-online-test/. 
16 Id.  



will be licensed to practice. In turn, recent graduates will become even less marketable as 

prospective hires. Additionally, lack of a license will stop them from moving forward as licensed 

sole practitioners, putting their careers on hold.   

Second, those who do have positions, such as clerks, will be required to push back studying 

into October. While more time to study sounds enticing, it is actually more of a burden. Entry-

level positions in the legal industry and clerkships are demanding. Candidates are required to prove 

themselves with grueling hours. Moreover, with overburdened judicial dockets, due to court 

closures, clerks and associates alike will have to devote more time than ever to adjust to the “new 

normal.” However, instead of focusing on work they will be required to split their focus with 

studying for the Bar, an intense and difficult task that many take months off from work to focus 

on.  

Further, we must take into consideration the difficulties faced by our minority candidates 

and offer our support. They are presented with an unprecedented challenge. With COViD-19 

disproportionately affecting minority communities,17 and a new civil rights movement that has 

sparked demonstrations nationwide, the choice whether to sit for the Bar exam in September forces 

minority students to choose between their career or standing up for change in our communities. 

Moreover, minority students are already disadvantaged when it comes to the Bar exam. First time 

passage rates among minorities have been proven to be substantially lower, creating a 

disproportionate delay for them to enter the practice of law.18 Emergency Diploma Privilege for 

the 2020 Candidates helps alleviate the added stress put on minority students.  

 
17 Center for Disease Control, COVID-19 in Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups, (Jun. 25, 2020) 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/racial-ethnic-minorities.htm 
18 “The LSAC Report was released in 1998 and revealed that the bar exam disproportionately delayed the entry of 
minorities into the practice of law; the first-time passage rates were disproportionate among subgroups: 92% for 
Whites; 81% for Asian Americans; 75% for Hispanics; 66% for Native Americans; and 61% for African Americans.” 



We understand that this is a difficult balancing of the sanctity of the legal system, its 

traditions, and concerns over the qualifications of aspiring attorneys who seek to represent the 

public. This is not, however, a traditional time, and results from a bar exam in this climate will not 

accurately represent the true number of qualified candidates. The New Jersey legal community is 

strong, and its strength does not come from a test. It comes from the community and unity, which 

this petition makes apparent. Regardless of whether there is an examination, 2020 Candidates to 

the New Jersey Bar are prepared to face the challenges of legal practice in 2020, and will continue 

the time honored tradition of our profession to provide quality legal services to all New Jerseyans. 

 

Sincerely,  

Concerned Candidates to the New Jersey Bar 

 
Christina S. Chong, Battling Biases: How Can Diverse Students Overcome Test Bias on the Multistate Bar 
Examination, 18 U. Md. L.J. Race Relig. Gender & Class 31 at 37 (2018).  


